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Abstract:--- Speech Recognition is a vital and indispensable part of many modern-day systems and has subsequently become ubiquitous, finding diverse applications in fields such as automation, voice control, security, robotics etc. This paper aims to demonstrate implementation of an isolated spoken word recognition based on WAVENETs on an embedded board using an open-source numerical computing software called GNU Octave. WaveNet is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with Wavelet function as an activation function. In this work, Gaussian wavelet is chosen as an activation function. The speech recognition involves the use of Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features which are calculated from the speech signal and fed as input to the NN. The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) Feed Forward Neural Network is configured to process speech signal and is trained using back-propagation algorithm in MATLAB. The trained weights are then fed into and implemented using GNU Octave on Raspberry Pi. Texas Instruments’ TIDIGITS Corpus is used for training and testing the neural network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition’s dynamic nature has made it an alluring territory for researchers and enthusiast’s alike, garnering growing interest and attention mainly due to its incredible versatility in terms of potential applications in fields such as automation, security, robotics etc., as well as the recent advances in deep learning and big data. Currently most applications in the domain of speech recognition follow a classification-based approach. Some widely used and favored models are Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Hidden Markov Models’ popularity can be attributed to their treatment of observations and outcomes of a given model as a function of probability of occurrence, allowing for increased flexibility and a robust modelling framework for time-varying spectral vector sequences such as speech signals [1].

However, there are some fundamental drawbacks of the Hidden Markov Models’ statistical approach based on approximation from a sequence of observations. Primarily, HMMs require huge amounts of data and numerous parameters to be trained and set-up and require independence of neighbor frames. Furthermore, HMM algorithms are more expensive, in terms of both memory and compute time, both of which are critical for embedded applications. ANNs are regarded to be self-adaptive, highly data-driven, and versatile computational tools that have been slowly gaining traction and popularity over HMMs owing to their ability of capturing fundamental complex and non-linear attributes of any sustained (time-series) phenomena with a considerably high accuracy. ANNs have three basic layers: an input layer, an output layer and an intermediate hidden layer. The hidden layers consists of ‘neurons’, programmed with a pre-defined activation function (depending on the application), which defines the output of a particular node/neuron. The neural network is trained using specific algorithms which modify the biases and weight vectors during the process. After some iterations, the network will yield the output, which is ideally the output). These classification techniques, if implemented in reliable, compact and low-power embedded boards, can easily allow us to perform speech recognition anywhere, given the additional portability and efficiency both in terms of power and performance. When using a low perplexity corpus enumerated with a vocabulary of 571 words, the Neural Network Model’s exhibited approximately 86% sentence precision and 94% word-exactness. When compared with the same case implemented using HMMs which yielded 88% sentence precision and 96% word exactness, the results were found to be marginally substandard. When testing without a definite language structure, the NNM yielded a 58% word exactness while the HMM delivered 49% exactness. Another set of trials made use of the TIMIT database (an aggregation of 2072 sentences spoken by 415 individuals). The observed results were poor for both cases and iterations. The results yielded by NNM were found to be better than those observed while using HMMs[2]. Identifying and isolating audio/sound waves in environments with high ambient noise is a grueling and laborious job. The results are found to be substantially better when employing Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifiers and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the same [3]. A comparative study aimed at classifying the phonemes based on their features indicates that ANNs are better at isolated or short word recognition [4]. Using Self-Organizing Feature Maps (SOFM) to reduce dimensions of feature vectors extracted using the MFCC, techniques like Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) indicate that recognition accuracy with SOFMs is at par with conventional methods, even though the feature vector dimensions were scaled down and reduced significantly [5]. An isolated spoken word (ISW) recognition system based on WaveNets or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with wavelet activation function, is proposed in this research. Section 2 elaborates on the proposed work and the methodology adopted. Section 3 presents the implementation of the neural network on Raspberry Pi with Section 4 concluding the paper.
II. PROPOSED WORK

A. Proposed Methodology

A NN cannot be given raw unprocessed speech data. MFCC feature extraction is performed on the speech signal to extract features i.e. to identify or separate linguistic content while discarding background noise and other components which are not of importance. The MFCC files/features are then fed as an input to the NN, which is trained using backpropagation method which is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig.1 BPNN Neural Network Training](image1)

B. TIDIGITS Corpus

The TIDIGITS Corpus contains speech, originally designed and collected at Texas Instruments Inc. (TI), with specifications shown in Fig. 3, specially for designing and analyzing algorithms for the purpose of recognizing speaker-independent digit sequences.

The corpus consists of 326 individuals (114 women, 111 men, 51 girls and 52 boys) with each of them articulating sequences of 77 digits each. The individual sequence are divided into test and train subsets to be given as an input to the neural network.

![Fig.3 TIDIGITS Corpus Specifications](image2)

C. Feature Extraction Using MFCC Method

The Mel-Frequency threshold is spaced linearly at low frequencies (below 1000Hz) logarithmically at higher frequencies (above 1000Hz) to allow for better spectral analysis of the speech signal. To avoid severe degradation of events at boundary, ensure better classification and reduce the possibility of transients affecting the signal quality, the framing duration and windowing period is set to 25ms with a 10ms overlapping period.

![Fig.4 MFCC Feature Extraction Method](image3)

D. Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN)

Backpropagation can be regarded as a supervised learning algorithm to train multilayer ANNs exhaustively using gradient descent. Backpropagation networks mainly consist of three layers: an input layer, intermediate hidden layer(s) and an output layer. Typically, neurons are configured in a feedforward orientation, with successive connections from input, hidden and output layer. Learning in backpropagation neural network is a two stage process.

The first step involves feeding a sample training set as an input to the input layer, after which the network begins multiple processing iterations from one layer to another. Subsequently, at the output layer we observe that a pattern is generated. In the event that the output does not agree with the target pattern, the error-term is recalculated by transmitting it back to the previous layer and eventually to the input layer. This constitutes the general error calculation and backpropagation technique using which, weights are updated.

![Fig.5 Backpropagation Algorithm Flow](image4)
Fig 5. shows a backpropagation network with two inputs A, B, two output D, E and one intermediate hidden neuron C. The backpropagation algorithm involves the original weight vector \( W_{CE} \) and the updated weight vector \( +W_{EC} \), which is “backpropagated” to the hidden layer with error term included. In a similar fashion, error is propagated from the hidden neuron C, to the input layer (A and B), after which, the weights are updated.

E. Activation Functions

An artificial neuron, as a part of any neural network calculates a “weighted sum” of data fed to it, adds a bias term and subsequently decides whether to activate it or not. An activation function is responsible for defining the output \( Y \) of a particular node/neuron and deciding whether or not a neuron is triggered. Non-linear activation functions such as sigmoid and gaussian wavelet have been used for modelling non-linear sequences such as speech signals, given their popularity and efficiency.

The Sigmoid activation function is the most common and popular activation function used in neural networks. It is non-linear in nature with a characteristic “S” shape, as shown in Fig.6 and is bounded between 0 and 1, allowing the output to be interpreted as a probability.

Building a neural network is computationally intensive and expensive in terms of system resources and time. Embedded boards such as Raspberry Pi have limited computing power, and as a consequence cannot train as well as test a neural network because of the very nature of backpropagation algorithm, which requires numerous iterations to configure the weight vectors and the activation function which adds to computations per iteration.

A simple solution to allow functioning of neural network on Raspberry Pi is to train the network offline on personal computer running MATLAB, extract the updated weight vectors and other parameters from the workspace and feed it to Raspberry Pi running GNU Octave, an open-source scientific computing alternative to MATLAB.

III. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULT

MFCC Feature Extraction is done from .wav files using HTK tool kit, which is an open source software. The speech signal, which consists of two samples from a single person, are used as input data. The samples contain the uttered digits from zero (0) to nine (9). HTK toolkit installed in Ubuntu (Linux Distribution) for performing feature extraction. Fig. 9 shows MFCC files extracted from “.wav” speech files.
Fig. 10 shows the extracted MFCC features. The training part of the project is implemented offline i.e. using a computer running MATLAB. The network is assigned 50 nodes in hidden layer and trained using the input given in the form of extracted MFCC Features using both Sigmoid and Gaussian Wavelet activation functions. The biases and weight vectors are obtained after training the network and saved as a workspace. Fig. 11 shows the biases and weight vectors of the BPNN using the Gaussian wavelet activation function.

Fig. 11 Updated Weight Vectors and Error Terms (Offline MATLAB Training)

The hardware used for implementation and online testing is a Raspberry Pi 3B Board, setup and loaded with a memory card with custom Debian distribution called Raspbian installed, which is a very minimalist and lightweight OS designed for Raspberry Pi.

The Raspberry Pi has a Quad-Core 1.2 Ghz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU and 1GB RAM with specifications shown in Fig. 12, which is sufficient for running testing script with the training data (updated weight vectors etc.) loaded in form of MATLAB workspaces. The Pi is also outfitted with a USB Type A connector rated at 2.5A, allowing it to be powered by any consumer-grade power bank and operate almost anywhere for long periods of time. The Raspberry Pi setup has been shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 12 Raspberry Pi 3B Specifications

Raspberry Pi was setup headless i.e. without any physical display monitor attached to it. Instead, a Virtual Network Computing (VNC) Server was configured for display mirroring through a Static IP Address, allowing for added portability and mobility in terms of interfacing. The Raspberry Pi can be controlled and interfaced on-the-go using a smartphone on the same network. GNU Octave is chosen for testing on Raspberry Pi mainly because it is a popular open-source alternative for MATLAB, with full code and syntax compatibility, allowing for streamlined workflow between training on personal computer using MATLAB, exporting extracted parameters as workspace and using the training data on the Raspberry Pi locally to achieve the same.

Fig. 13 Raspberry Pi Setup

The speech data set was split into various train-test portions to test robustness in isolated spoken word recognition accuracy. Confusion matrices for each of these cases, for training and testing offline on MATLAB yielded ≈90-95% accuracy for isolated spoken word recognition, as shown in Fig. 14.
IV. CONCLUSION

When the Neural Network was trained and tested offline i.e. on MATLAB, fairly accurate results with 92% accuracy for the standard 80/20 training-to-testing ratio (80% of data used to train the neural network and 20% the remaining data to test it), reaching a fairly good 95.2% accuracy for 95/5 training-to-testing ratio. On the Raspberry Pi, using extracted weight vectors and biases, we got a maximum of 50% accuracy, while testing on 8 datapoints, keeping in mind the limited processing capability and memory of Raspberry Pi. For faster processing, a much-optimized encoding and bit-feeding scheme for ‘stream analytics’ can be used for testing on individual data points coming in for live processing purposes. The reduced accuracy can be attributed to the unavailability of an optimized configuration for Octave on the Raspberry Pi, being roughly configured for an ‘arm-unknown-linux-gnueabihf’ model. The neural network and its accuracy have been tested using several activation functions such as i) Sigmoid ii) Hyperbolic Tangent(tanh) and iii) Gaussian Wavelet, out of which the Gaussian Wavelet activation function has given us the highest accuracy. Furthermore, as future work, the model can be trained and tested using more promising activation functions such as the Morlet Transform and Fast Morlet Transform and also work towards optimizing the configuration for Octave environment on Raspberry Pi to exploit the hardware capabilities more efficiently and speed up computation.
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